SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO RFIs
BID #031220 –Pinacate Middle School Shade Structure Project
March 9, 2020

1. **Contractor RFI:** Where is the shade structure coming from? Has it already been purchased?

   **District Response:** The shade structure is being purchased and delivered by Dave Bang.

2. **Contractor RFI:** Do we need to consider the delivery of structure or just install?

   **District Response:** The structure will be onsite ready for install for awarding contractor.

3. **Contractor RFI:** Will temporary fencing be needed?

   **District Response:** Yes, temporary fencing is needed. The existing shade structure will be used for Summer School right next to the construction area.

4. **Contractor RFI:** Is there LED lighting included in the shade structure?

   **District Response:** Yes, per plans included in the bid documents.

5. **Contractor RFI:** Do we have a construction estimate, or project valuation available for this project?

   **District Response:** The district does not have an Engineers estimate available for this project.

REMINDER: Bids are due Thursday, March 12, 2020 by 2 PM to the Purchasing Department.

Best Regards,
Dawn Bray
Director of Purchasing
dawn.bray@puhsd.org